We study an energy functional of knots, ep (jp > 2), that is finite valued for embedded circles and takes +m for circles with double points. We show that for any 21 E L% there are finitely many solid tori T,, , T,
Introduction
An energy functional of knots is a functional on the space of immersed circles in R3 which is finite valued for embeddings, and which blows up to +m for circles with double points.
In [ll] we defined such an example, the energy E, which is a regularization of potential energy of charged knots when we assume that the repulsive force is inversely proportional to cubic of distance. (Therefore it is different from the usual Newton potential energy.) In [6] , Freedman, He and Wang studied the energy E on the space of rectifiable curves, and showed that E is Mobius invariant.
Let S' = R/L. Put 4= {f : S' + R3 1 Cl-immersion such that 1 f'(t) 1 = 1 for all t E S'}.
Let 1 x -y Is1 (x, y E Sl) denote the minimum of the arc-lengths on S1 between x and y; Ix-y],l=min(Ix-yl, 1-lx-yl).
Then it is equal to the minimum of the arc-length on f(S'> between f(x) and f(y) for any f E 4. Define a functional ep : 4 + R U { + m) (0 < j, p < + m> by the following integral.
ei"(f) = f /,'/,'( lf(x) If(y)y -(0.1)
In particular, ei = E + 2 and "e;" is the logarithm of Gromov's distortion (Remark 1.3).
Since the integrand is nonnegative e:(f) 2 0 or e!(f) = m for any f=Y. We studied ep with 0 <j < 2 and 1 =gp < +w in [121. The arguments there also hold for j > 2. The basic properties of e/' depend only on whether jp > 2, jp = 2, or jp < 2.
For instance, ep is an energy functional of knots if and only if 2 1 ~2:
(Theorem 1.1).
(0.2)
A knot type is an ambient isotopy class of embedded circles in R3. In [121, we showed that only finitely many knot types occur below any finite e; threshold if jp > 2 (0 <j < 2). In [6] , Freedman, He and Wang showed that the finiteness of knot types also holds for any finite E threshold.
As for the minimizers for the energy E, Freedman, He and Wang showed that E(f,) <E(f) f or any f if and only if f&S') is the round planar circle, and that in every prime knot type there exist minimizers of E, which turn out to be of class C',' [61.
In this paper we study e/ with (0.2) and jp > 2. The contribution of jp # 2 is as follows. If e;(f) with jp 2 2 is finite, then f is a bi-Lipschitz embedding with uniform Lipschitz norm [6, 12] . If, furthermore, e,?(f) with jp > 2 is finite, then f is C',(jp-2)/(2(p+2))-embedding with uniform (jp -2)/(2(p + 2))-Holder norm on f ' (Theorem 1.11). Thus, ey with jp > 2 is more restrictive in the sense that if e,!' with jp > 2 is finite, then the "pull-tight" phenomena are excluded, which may occur below finite values of ey with jp = 2 [12, Theorem 3.11.
We show that only finitely many "shapes" of knots occur below any finite e[ threshold.
That is, for any j, p and b > 0, there is a set of finite solid tori Vi,. . . , T,} such that any f(S') with e/(f) < b can be contained in some q "in a good manner" after a congruent translation of R3 (Theorem 2.31. Then we can use the argument in [6] to show the existence of the minimizers of e,!' in any knot type. That is, for any j, p and for any knot type K, there is an embedded circle fj,p,K with knot type K that realizes the infimum of ep among all embedded circles of the same knot type K (Theorem 3.2).
We also show that the number of knot types which have representatives with ep G b is less than exp(Ab (2P)/(jp-2)) for some A > 0 (Corollary 2. 7) , and that the thickness of a knot is greater than A'(e?)-p/(jp-2) for some A' > 0 (Proposition I 4.2).
Remark 0.1. Suppose f is a C'-immersion whose be the total length of f(S'); L,=/'lf'(t)ldf, 0 and DJf(x), f(y)) be the minimum of the arc-lengths on f(s') between f(x) and We can define Zri"< f > by We can weaken condition (2) of Theorem 1.1 to the following form. Proof. If f is of class Clsa, then for some A > 0,
for all x, y E S'. Hence the integrand of (0.1) is bounded above by A'1 x -y I$O-j)p for some A' > 0. 0
In the following we work with fixed j and p with (1.1) and jp > 2, i.e., Remark. In this paper we denote constants which can be given explicitly as continuous functions of j and p by A, with capital A, and other constants by aj.
We show that if e/'(f) < CC then f is a C'3(ip-2)/(2(pf2))-embedding. We improve 112, Theorem 2.41 to obtain 
AS (1 -5)" G 1 -min{l, a),$ for 0 < 5 < 1 and a > 0,
where A, is giuen in Lemma 1.5. Put
____------ 
) where A, is given in Lemma 1.5.
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 3.1 of 161, for any f~-r", either
is not in g,,, which is a contradiction. o Let LU, . u2 denote the angle between two vectors U, and L'~. We improve 112, Proposition 2.51 by replacing the angle n/4 by 8 and using Proposition 1.6 instead of 112, Theorems 2.3 and 2.41 to obtain (
1) Let f(t) = F(O, t). Then f EY and e;(f) <b. (2) TxN,(f(S'))= (PE R3 Idist(P, f(S')) GE). (3) If e_$g)<b (g Eg) and g(S')cT, then Pr, 0 F-' 0 g:S' +S'
is a homeomorphism, where Pr, : 0' X S' -+ S' is a projection. (2) A set of finite good E-solid tori Y= (F,, . . . , F,) (m E k4) is a complete (e-)system if any f ~3 with ep( f) G b can be contained in some Fj ~9.
Theorem 2.3. There exists a complete e-system for some E > 0.
In order to prove Theorem 2.3, it suffices to work in the following class YO*;
Roughly speaking, we construct a complete system of "thickened PL-knots". Let Vi (Vi) be a "forward" ("backward" respectively) cone with axis PiPi+r and angle 27r/lOO which is tangent to II, (B,(P,+,) respectively), where II, is a 3-ball with center Pi and radius r. Put aD' = V:n Vi, where D' is a 2-disc. Then for any XE 17,(p), by (2.12), (2.2), and (2.8)
cos 100
Lf'(7j(X))*PiPi+1< $* (2.14)
Suppose II;(p) n II,(p) 3 X (i <j>. Then there is k with i < k <j such that LP,._> ;.
Put ti = TV, tj = TV, and t, = k/N. Then ti < t, < t,, and Lf'(ti) .f'(t,) 2 IT/~ -5~/100 by (2.8) and (2. 
I
Let the last term be denoted by A6b-P/(jp-2). Take /(jp-2) ).
Existence of minimizers of e$'
Definition 3.1. Let K be a knot type. Define e,!'(K) by ef(K) = inf,,, e;(f).
The argument given in [6, Lemma 4.21 can be combined with Theorems 1.11 and 2.3 to show that e!(K) is realized by a minimizer fj,p,K. Remark. Some studies and computer simulations on polygonal knots minimizing some energy-like functionals are given in [l , 3 5 7 7 7 9 3 2 131.
Thickness of a knot
We give a notion of the thickness of a knot in connection with the argument of solid tori containing knots in Section 2. 
